Urgentem Company
Fact Sheet
CHRONOLOGY OVERVIEW
Founded in 2016
Appoints a new CEO, Girish Narula, and senior management team, in December
2019
Rebrands as ‘Urgentem’ with a new name, challenger identity, website.
Launches Climate Risk Platform, Element6™
Onboards new global clients, ranging from Cbus Super in Australia to the ECB in
Europe

DATA AND ANALYTICS OVERVIEW
Urgentem dataset provides a comprehensive time series of the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol defined Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions of the largest 4,500+ global companies
that are directly analysed by us along with modelled data available for 30,000+
securities.
Data includes Scope 1 emissions, Scope 2 for both market and location-based
emissions and each of the 15 disclosure categories of Scope 3 emissions, covering
all the major investable indices.
Dataset incorporates both disclosed and inferred emissions intensity data,
applying an Intensity Inference Methodology to non-disclosing companies and to
companies with insufficient publicly disclosed data. The dataset clearly identifies
figures that are directly reported and inferred.
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Partners include leading practitioners and experts from the financial markets,
climate scientists, research bodies, academics and climate-risk focused NGOs.
Data and analytics are used by clients to create investable financial products or
benchmarks that are specifically designed to reallocate capital towards the most
carbon, resource-efficient and sustainable companies.
RANKINGS OVERVIEW
Urgentem’s Company Emission Rankings are published once a year to generate
awareness and advocate for better disclosure of emissions data.
CLIMATE-RISK PLATFORM OVERVIEW
Climate Risk platform Element6™ offers a holistic view of climate risk at the
company, sector and portfolio level, including scenario analysis, sectoral emissions
attribution and forward-looking analysis.
All platform’s modules are based on work with clients. New features are added on a
rolling basis in response to client feedback.

GUIDING VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
Our guiding design values are threefold: transparency, collaboration and science
alignment, which complement our competencies in finance, technology and
climate science

COMPANY CULTURE OVERVIEW
Urgentem is a DDFO (Deliberately Developmental Financial Organisation), which
gives equal strategic priority to both technical and human challenges.
As an organisation, we actively seek to stay open to the uncertainty, volatility,
ambiguity and complexity of the unfolding climate emergency by cultivating
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compassion, empathy and emotional intelligence, in a spirit of hope, courage,
invention and play.
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